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Abstract  

Advanced Biotechnology methods have led the generation to Large-Scale Bioinformatics and Gene Data and 

makes it important to analyze this data in Bioinformatics. This study analyses Gene Expression Data from 1157 

kidney cancer patients to identify particular genes for prognosis. To overcome data instability, an end-to-end, 

depth-aware generative adversarial networks (DAGAN) approach including a loss function for the tasks of 

classification is proposed. The proposed approach combines the empirical wavelet transform (EWT) to rebuild 

the loss in non-linear Feature Extraction and neutral network for neutral categorization loss. Medical information 

and genome data are utilized to define the optimum classification method and to analyze the accuracy of 

classification through sample category, primary detection, tumor level, vital stage as risk factors. The result of this 

examination shows that the DAGAN is very effectual than the typical machine learning and the data mining 

strategies to predict kidney cancer prognosis using gene expression data. These findings have important 

implications for feature extraction from gene biomarkers to predict, prevent and early detect kidney cancer 

prognosis. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Identification of gene is useful for cancer detection and prognosis prediction using 

bioinformatics approaches and to facilitate treatment by Jena, L[5].  The availability of large 

amount of gene expression data makes difficult to analyze the cancer data by Rukhsar, L.[1]. 

Some classification methods depends on extracted genes are developed, they can help in early 

identification along prognosis prediction. Generally, Gene modifications can cause cancer 

through enabling cells to proliferate exponentially, permeating normal surrounding cells, and 

spread all over the body. Deep learning methods are used in previous studies to predict patients' 

disease condition through the analysis of gene sequence mutations at Spinal Muscular Atrophy, 

heredity non-polyposis colon cancer & autism by Shao, D.[2]. It combines gene expression 
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with medical data from kidney cancer patients via Cancer Genome Atlas utilizing proposed 

approach by Gong, P.[3]. Here, Typical Data Mining and Machine Learning is comparing with 

proposed approach involves two steps; Feature Engineering and over-and under-sampling. 

Extraction of deep features in Gene Biomarkers Kakati, T., Bhattacharyya [4] through 

detection, separates disease data and enhance end-to-end prediction mode through the 

comparison and analysis of classification approaches depends upon extracted genes. This paper 

has three main contributions: 

• An end-to-end approach has proposed to predict kidney cancer like sample type 

samples, primary detection, tumor level, and significant status. 

• Non-linear Transformation Technique and Empirical Wavelet Transform are introduced 

for the extraction of deep features in Gene Biomarkers. 

• Mixed loss function of deep learning method is proposed that consider compression of 

knowledge representation as well as data imbalance issues. 

This study is arranged as follows: the review of literature is presented in Section 2.  Proposed 

method explained under Segment 3. Outcomes demonstrated in Segment 4. Segment 5 presents 

the conclusion. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Shon et al. [6] presented a paper in 2020 titled "Classification of Kidney Cancer Data Using 

Cost-Sensitive Hybrid Deep Learning Approach”. An end-to-end Cost-Sensitive Hybrid Deep 

Learning (COST-HDL) used Cost-Sensitive Loss to divide the work on unstable cancer data. 

The author added deep symmetric auto-encoder and decoder which was symmetric to encoder 

on the basis of framework of layer, with loss in reconstruction of non-linear feature extraction, 

and Neural Network balanced categorization loss of diagnosis point out data imbalance issues. 

This approach referred as CKCD-COST-HDL. 

Jena et al. [7] presented a paper in 2021 titled "Risk Prediction of Kidney Disease Using 

Machine Learning Strategies." That paper highlights the usage of classification techniques in 

the field of bioinformatics, for the prediction of chronic diseases, which was a significant 

challenge for medical experts. The authors developed a disease prediction method carry out 

several Machine Learning Classification strategies, which was referred as CKCD-GSA. 

Kim et al. [8] presented a paper in 2020 titled "Cancer Classification of Single-Cell Gene 

Expression Data by Neural Network". Research described development of cancer classifiers 

and identification of twenty one type cancerous and normal tissues on the basis of bulk RNA-

sequences and scRNA-sequences data. The authors trained the classifiers using seven thousand 

three hundred and ninety eight cancer specimen and six hundred and forty normal specimens 

through twenty one tumors and normal tissues in TCGA. The training was done according to 

three hundred most remarked genes expressed in every type of cancer. 

A paper by Ahsan et al. [9], published in 2021, introduced a cancer classification approach that 

used miRNA genome data and deep learning. The authors presented two new architectures, a 
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basic ANN and a novel architecture on the basis of ResNet called CResNet, to classify all types 

of cancer by Subasree, [13]. The study have trained four different types of models, including 

LSTM, Artificial Neural Network, CResNet, and Ensemble models used model averaging. 

 

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The Gene Expression data has collected from people having kidney cancer and DL method is 

proposed. Figure 1 illustrates the total workflow of the suggested approach. 

3.1 Dataset  

Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) [10] is a database contains various gene information includes 

Single-Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) and Genome Expressions of numerous people. TCGA 

data of 1157 kidney cancer patients is extracted, with medical information like sample category, 

primary detection, tumor level, and vital stage. For the prognosis prediction task, these medical 

details were served as class labels. After assigning transaction IDs, RNA-level gene expression 

was measured, and the expressions were digitized.  Here, 60,483 Gene Expression data is used, 

and values denoted in Fragments /Kilo base /Million mapped. This data was utilized for 

extracting big design gene biomarkers to receive exactness in classification and issues on the 

basis of type sample, primary detection, tumor level, and significant status indicates level of 

kidney cancer. Eliminating non- variance Gene Expression data and disturbing specimen are 

done at preprocessing step. For the prognoses, we have used various samples and gene 

expression data, to classify them to 80% for training and 20% for testing. The dataset are 

unbalanced, specifically sample category prognosis, shows primary tumor specimen at 87.9% 

and normal tissue specimens at12.1%. Figure one illustrates overall workflow of proposed 

methodology, which is discussed in detail below. 
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Figure 1: Block diagram for proposed CKCD-DWGAN Methodology 
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3.2 The depth aware generative adversarial networks 

The analysis conducted to evaluate the performance of classification analysis on extracted 

target genes only. The CKCD-DWGAN approach, as shown in Figure 1, Gene Expression data 

at TCGA site and the result includes type sample, primary detection, tumor level, and 

significant status. The approach uses DWGAN models [11]. The traditional classification 

analysis is technically difficult due to the availability of higher number of variables than 

samples in RNA sequencing data, when working with more than sixty thousand variables, it is 

really difficult to introduce Data Mining and Machine Learning approaches directly to data-

set. The work utilized a preprocessing step to reduce noise and eliminate non-variance gene 

expression data, followed by the application of the proposed CKCD-DWGAN approach. 

 A generator and a discriminator were included in our proposed DAGAN approach. The design 

of our differentiator is directly attracted by FOMM. This approach involves optimization at the 

network utilizing existing training face videos. mainly, we have started with two continues 

video frames, iI
, 1+iI  from face video, 1+iI  the original image and iI

 goal image, Our goal is 

understanding various geometric features, such as the depth map iI
D

 for goal image iI
 , a 

camera intrinsic matrix nK
, n  indicate 

thn input video of training, and close camera pose 

1+→ iI ID
i with translation 1+→ iI It

i between the two images. It is necessary to highlight that 

utilizing provided camera intrinsic nK
, the camera intrinsic unavailable in training face video 

dataset. nK
, learns the input-video-clip-specific camera intrinsic in order to account for the 

fact that each face video can potentially captured through a different camcoder. So, only video 

frames are needed as input for our approach. 

The depth network is responsible for the generation of depth map iI
D

. On the other hand, the 

same pose network 
(.)df  predicts pose 1+→ iI ID

i  , translation 1+→ iI It
i  , and camera intrinsic 

matrix nK
 is given below: 

)( idI IFD
i
=

                                                                                                                         (1) 

)||(],,[ 111 +++ =→→ tipniIiI IIFKItIR
ii                                                                                  (2)  

Target image iI
 can cover look of original image 1+iI using concatenation denoted by || symbol. 

The DWGAN approach shows loss of reconstruction and balanced categorization loss as Cost 

function. Next paragraph explains empirical wavelet transform (EWT) [12] model for the 

extraction of features in Gene Biomarkers and NN model to construct prognosis models. 

3.3 Extracting Deep Features from Gene Biomarkers   

We have employed EWT non-linear feature transformation strategies for the extraction of Gene 

Expression data from training dataset compared Principal Component Analysis, Linear Feature 

Transformation & Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) extraction 
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approaches. The aim of PCA is to reduce the number of linearly correlated variables in 

correlated multivariate data through explaining small number of linearly unrelated variables 

combined to actual variable. Because of its linear constraints,   EWT model with non-linear 

activation functions developed and it provides higher accuracy in the reconstruction of data. 

Therefore, during the extraction of a complex structure of cancer data, PCA and LASSO may 

indicates some important information, which leads to the loss of valuable insights. 

The extraction of different manner by creating adaptive wavelets is the main goal of EWT. The 

process involves the following steps. First, the signal )(tf is subjected to FFT where )(tf is a 

discrete signal, 
Mitt i ,...2,1}{ ==

and M depicts count of sample. This produces frequency 

spectrum )(WX  is analyzed to get set of maxima 
NiMM i ,...2,1}{ ==

and their similar 

frequencies
Niww i ,...2,1}{ ==

. The count of maxima N , and the count of filter banks 

implemented at this stage. Next, exact division of the Fourier spectrum is obtained, boundaries

i
of segment, denoted midpoint between 2 continuous maxima. 

2

1++
= ii

i

ww

                                                                                                                                           (3) 

Where, a set of boundaries, denoted by
1,...2,1}{ −== Nii , is given and two frequencies, 

iw
 and 1+iw

, are defined. Bank of N wavelet filters is constructed and comprising less-pass 

filter and multi band-pass filters according to boundaries in B.EWT uses a loss function for 

handling data reconstruction errors, which quantifies the difference among original data and its 

reconstructed counterpart. Specifically, Mean Squared Error (MSE) worked as loss function. 

3.4 Constructing Prognosis Prediction Models  

The developed prognosis prediction models by us contains 1-input layer, 1-hidden level with 

100 nodes &1-output layer. For extracting Deep Features served as input for the NN model, 

the hidden EWT model was used. The NN worked as a loss function to clear classification 

errors and address class imbalance by measuring the difference among true class and predicted 

class. Focal loss used as the NN's loss function, remolding the loss of standard cross-entropy 

to down-weight loss allocated to categorize examples and notes the class balance problem. 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

We employed the EWT models on training set and compared its performance to that of PCA 

dimension reduction methods, to assess and extract deep features in Gene Biomarkers. We have 

selected100 features per classification task using the EWT model for further analysis. And we 

selected100 features per classification using PCA model to ensure a fair comparison. 

Subsequently, evaluated feature extraction of gene biomarkers on testing set. 
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4.1 Evaluation of Prognose Prediction Models  

The performance of CKCD-DWGAN approach in classification, we have used four indices, 

namely accuracy, computational time, and ROC. The definitions of these indices are given 

below. 

4.1.1 Accuracy 

The accuracy index shows the proportion of samples that are exactly classified as normal, and 

it can calculate by eqn (4) 

( )

( )

TP TN
Accuracy

TP FP TN FN

+
=

+ + +
                                                                           

 (4) 

4.2.2 AUC 

Equation (5) provides the expression for the AUC index. 










+
+

+
=

FPTN

TN

FNTP

TP
AUC 5.0                                                                                        (5) 

The simulation results of our proposed CKCD-DWGAN method is shown in Figure 2-4. 

Comparing the performance of suggested method with two approaches: The Cost-Sensitive 

Hybrid Deep Learning algorithm to classify kidney cancer data (CKCD-COST-HDL) [6] and 

machine learning strategies for predicting kidney disease risk (CKCD-GSA) [7]. 

 

Figure 2: Performance of accuracy analysis 

Accurate results through the analysis are presented in Figure 2, shows that our proposed 

CKCD-DWGAN   method   achieved higher accuracy when we compared to existing methods 

like CKCD-COST-HDL and CKCD-GSA. Especially for Sample Type, the proposed method 

attains 4.94% and 6.16% higher accuracy; for Primary Diagnosis, it achieves 10.51% and 

7.23% higher accuracy; for tumor Stage, it attains 2.31% and 8.47% higher accuracy; and for 

Vital Status, it gain 3.88% and 5.75% higher accuracy compared to CKCD-COST-HDL and 

CKCD-GSA, respectively. 
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Figure 3: Performance of computational time analysis 

Figure 3 shows the computational time analysis. Here, the proposed CKCD-DWGAN method 

attains 7.45% and 10.18% lower computational time as compared with existing methods like   

CKCD-COST-HDL and CKCD-GSA respectively 

 

Figure 4: Analysis of RoC 

"Figure 4 displays the RoC analysis results, which demonstrate that our proposed CKCD-

DWGAN method achieves significantly higher AUC compared to existing methods such as 

CKCD-COST-HDL and CKCD-GSA. Specifically, the proposed method attains 1.551% and 

3.915% higher AUC compared to CKCD-COST-HDL and CKCD-GSA, respectively." 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

This study describes the effectiveness of unsupervised non-linear EWT which act as a model 

for the extraction of features in Gene Expression data. The characteristics are connected with 

kidney cancer diagnosis, like type sample, primary detection, tumor level, and significant 
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status. An End-to-end DL frame work proposed is highly effective than Traditional Machine 

Learning approach. While comparing CKCD-DWGAN approach with traditional approaches, 

we can find that it got better output for prognosis in Gene Expression data. Feature extracted 

through EWT method differentiated better than features extracted by other methods on training 

and testing sets. Also, EWT model identified another class label. Our findings are really useful 

and can apply for feature extraction in Genome Biomarkers to diagnose Kidney Cancer due to 

several problems and contribute to prevent kidney cancer and perform early detection. 
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